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STABILITY OF A DEPOSITED LIQUID CLUSTERP. V. Kashtanov a*, R. Hippler b, B. M. Smirnov a**, S. R. Bhattaharyya aJoint Institute for High Temperatures of Russian Aademy of Sienes125412, Mosow, RussiabInstitut für Physik, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Greifswald17489, Greifswald, GermanySaha Institute of Nulear Physis700064, Kolkata, IndiaReeived September 15, 2009The fragmentation of silver liquid lusters deposited onto a silion surfae is observed after heating the lustersto 1073 K and subsequently annealing with the exposition time 3 min. This ontradits marosopi modelsof a liquid drop deposited on a surfae if we are based on ritial parameters of bulk silver. Some versions areanalyzed that are based on luster properties and may explain the phenomenon of luster fragmentation. Anexperiment is suggested for larifying the nature of the luster fragmentation phenomenon and luster ritialphenomena.1. INTRODUCTIONThin �lms onsisting of metal lusters deposited ona substrate are a spei� physial objet [1℄ that isimportante in devie fabriation and some tehnolog-ial appliations [2℄. Along with this, it is interestingfrom the fundamental standpoint due to the measuringtehniques that allow studying various details of thisproblem. In addition, silver is used as an antibaterialmaterial, and therefore silver overing is used in var-ious antibaterial appliations [3�5℄. Silver produesthe strongest ation on bateria when it has a porousstruture with strutural elements 1�10 nm in size [6℄,whih orresponds to the size of lusters when they aregenerated in a luster soure.Metal lusters deposited on a surfae are the pro-spetive objets for appliations. Development of nan-otehnology based on deposited lusters gives impetusto reating a �ne and expensive experimental setupthat in turn allows studying the properties of depositedlusters and proesses involving them. In other words,ontemporary measurement tools allow studying theknown physial phenomena involving nanosized parti-les in detail. Below, we onsider the fragmentation ofdeposited liquid lusters loated on a surfae from this*E-mail: kashtanov�gmail.om**E-mail: bsmirnov�gmail.om

standpoint. We are based on experimental data for thisphenomenon and are guided by simple physial models.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTSIn the experiment, we reate silver lusters in mag-netron disharge, where silver lusters are formed in anargon �ow [7, 8℄. The �ow with silver lusters expandsin a vauum through an ori�e 3�6 mm in diameter, andthen lusters, whih are harged by a rossed eletronbeam, pass through a mass spetral �lter onstrutedon the basis of a quadrupole mass spetrometer [9℄. Asa result, we obtain a beam of lusters 5.6 nm in diame-ter (approximately 4600 atoms per silver luster), andthis beam is deposited onto the silion surfae with theenergy approximately given by 0.7 eV per atom. Un-der the used intensities of the luster beam, solid silverlusters of the beam join into aggregates in the ourseof attahment to the surfae.These aggregates, fastened to the silion surfae andonsisting of solid silver lusters, are subjeted to rapidthermal annealing up to various temperatures in nitro-gen atmosphere [10, 11℄ and to rapid thermal anneal-ing with the exposition time 3 min in this experiment.The struture of deposited silver lusters is detetedby a sanning eletron mirosope (the operating volt-age is 10 kV, the magni�ation is 60000) with energy590
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Fig. 1. The struture of a �lm formed by depositionof silver lusters with a diameter about 5:6 nm onto asilion surfae and subsequent rapid thermal annealingin nitrogen atmosphere with the exposition 3 min [10℄.The photographs are made with a sanning eletronmirosope (the operating voltage is 10 kV, the magni-�ation is 60000). The heating temperature is 673 (a),873 (b), and 1073 () Kdispersive X-ray analysis. In addition, in order to ob-tain information about the luster height, atomi foremirosopy is used for the analysis of the strutureof deposited lusters in the tapping mode at the res-onane frequeny about 428 kHz under ambient ondi-tions. Typial photographs of the �lms obtained afterannealing are given in Fig. 1.The results in Fig. 1 are treated to obtain thesize distribution of aggregates and drops on the sub-strate surfae [10, 11℄. A typial size of surfae aggre-gates, whih onsist of inident lusters, is several timesgreater than the size of inident lusters [10, 11℄. A-ording to Figs. 1b and , melting of surfae aggregatesleads to shortening of the volume oupied by silver,i. e., the silver aggregates are porous at the beginning.Next, the substrate (silion) has dieletri properties.Therefore, lusters are neutral, and beause they are
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Fig. 2. The size distribution funtion of drops for silverdeposition under the onditions in Fig. 1. The anneal-ing temperature is 873 K (open histograms) and 1073 K(losed histograms)separated from eah other, interation between nearestlusters is not essential.In Fig. 2, guided by the phenomenon of luster frag-mentation, we give the size distribution of depositedlusters after heating up to temperatures above theluster melting point, if deposited lusters are trans-formed into single drops on the substrate surfae.These measurements are made with a sanning eletronmirosope, and hene the luster size in Fig. 2 is the di-ameter of the luster projetion onto the substrate. Asis seen from Fig. 2, at the heating temperature 873 K,the size distribution funtion of deposited lusters maybe approximated by the usual Gauss distribution, whileat the heating temperature 1073K, the size distributionfuntion beomes bimodal. This means that lusterfragmentation orresponds to formation of small dropsin time when the deposited luster drops are at a hightemperature. We note that the total mass of smalllusters under experimental onditions is small (9%).In addition, luster evaporation also proeeds at hightemperatures, and the rate of this proess allowed �nd-ing the atom binding energy in large liquid lusters ofsilver [10℄. But the total mass of evaporation underthe experimental onditions is also small (about 3% ofthe luster mass is evaporated). Hene, the haraterof fragmentation of deposited lusters an be analyzedwith the luster evaporation ignored.Aording to the experimental results, the silver ag-gregates formed on the silion surfae as a result of thedeposition of solid silver lusters 5.6 nm in diameterare melted at the heating temperature below 873 K (the591



P. V. Kashtanov, R. Hippler, B. M. Smirnov, S. R. Bhattaharyya ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010melting point of bulk silver is 1233 K). Then, as followsfrom heating to the temperature 873 K, the distribu-tion funtion of the drop diameters is approximated bythe Gauss distribution with the mean drop diameter65 nm (the number of luster atoms is n � 7:5 � 106).Subsequent heating to 1073 K leads to a bimodal dis-tribution funtion. When approximated by the Gaussdistributions, the observed distribution leads to the av-erage luster diameters 55 nm (n � 5:5 �106) and 25 nm(n � 4 �105). In what follows, analyzing the fragmenta-tion of a liquid luster loated on a surfae, we onsidersimple models for suh a luster, whih allows us to �ndonditions for the fragmentation phenomenon to be re-alized.3. THERMODYNAMICS OF A FREE LIQUIDCLUSTERWe �rst onsider the thermodynamis of a liquidluster onsisting of n� 1 atoms and loated in a va-uum. The binding energy of atoms at zero temperatureexpanded in the small parameter n�1=3 for a large lus-ter with two expansion terms kept is given by [12, 13℄Eb(n) = "0n�An2=3; (3.1)where "0 is the binding energy per atom for a maro-sopi system of bound atoms, A is the spei� surfaeenergy, related to the surfae tension � for the orre-sponding liquid as [13℄� = 4�r2WA; (3.2)and rW is the Wigner�Seits radius [14, 15℄ for the bulkliquid. Cluster fragmentation proeeds aording to thesheme Mn !Mn�k +Mk; (3.3)where M is a metalli atom. In the limit ase n � k,the expended energy �E in this proess is equal to�Enk = Eb(n)�Eb(n� k)�Eb(k) == Ak2=3 "1� 23 �kn�1=3# � Ak2=3; k � n: (3.4)This is the expansion of the expended luster energy atzero temperature over a small parameter (k=n)1=3. Asan be seen, the fragmentation of a liquid luster is notfavorable energetially.We now analyze thermodynami equilibrium withrespet to fragmentation at a �nite temperature T for a

liquid luster loated on a surfae. We use the Saha for-mula for lusters partiipating in proess (3.3). Redu-ing the Saha formula [16℄ to the ase where lusters areloated on a planar surfae, i. e., to a two-dimensionalspae, we haveNn�kNkNn = S(n; k) exp���EnkT � == S(n; k) exp��Ak2=3T � ; (3.5)where �Enk is given by formula (3.4), T is the tem-perature expressed in energy units, Np is the numberdensity of lusters onsisting of p atoms, and the pre-exponent S in the two-dimensional ase S v k. Asfollows from this formula, in the ase k � 1 under on-sideration, relation (3.5) leads to a small probability offragmentation when lusters oupy a large part of thesurfae. This formula testi�es to a low probability ofthe fragmentation of deposited liquid lusters loatedon a surfae as long as the spei� surfae energy Ais small. Hene, this proess is possible only near theritial point if the spei� surfae energy A beomesvery small.We estimate the onditions of the above experimentwhen silver lusters are deposited onto a silion sub-stratum. At the melting point, A = 2:0 eV for sil-ver [13, 17℄, and at the temperature 1073 K, A=T � 22under the assumption that the ritial temperature ishigher than this one. It follows that the fragmenta-tion observed in the above experiment and representedin Fig. 2 is impossible far from the ritial point. Wenote that ritial parameters of bulk silver orrespondsto a high ritial temperature (about 7000 K) and pres-sure (4:5 � 108 Pa) [18℄. These parameters orrespondto the onditions under whih the di�erene betweenthe liquid and gaseous states of bulk atomi systemsdisappears. Then the surfae tension on the liquid sur-fae beomes zero. A derease in the surfae energy ofsmall lusters at temperatures of the order of 1100 Khas a di�erent nature. Thus, in the framework of themodel of a free liquid drop for surfae silver lusters, weobtain that these lusters are stable under the ondi-tions of the experiment (and the luster fragmentationis then absent).4. MODEL FOR A LIQUID CLUSTERLOCATED ON A PLANAR SURFACEIn analyzing thermodynamis of liquid lusters, weassume in formula (3.1) that the luster is modeled by592
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Fig. 3. Parameters of a nanosize liquid drop loated ona surfae; �1 and �2 are the surfae tensions for theliquid and on the interfaea spherial partile. In reality, a liquid luster is fas-tened to a surfae, and the interation between it andthe surfae at the interfae is important both for theluster shape and for the energy luster parameters. Asa result of this interation, the luster loses its spher-ial shape. Interation of a liquid drop with a solidsurfae has been studied from various standpoints [19�23℄, inluding mirosize and nanosize liquid drops ona solid surfae [24℄ and using various liquid and solidtypes [25�28℄.We use a simple model for the analysis of the be-havior of a deposited liquid luster with the interationof luster atoms on a free surfae and on the interfaetaken into aount. A shemati form of this drop isgiven in Fig. 3, where � is the ontat angle [29℄, whihis a harateristi of the wettability for this system. Weonsider a simpli�ed version of a general method for in-ompressible liquid, where we ignore the gas�liquid andgas�solid interation, neglet the drop weight, and as-sume the solid surfae to be uniform. Then the behav-ior of an inompressible liquid drop loated on a surfaeis desribed by two parameters, the surfae tension �1of this liquid and the surfae tension �2 due to the solidinterfae. Considering the ase of a nonwetting drop,we take �2 � �1, whih orresponds to the ontat an-gle �=2 < � < �.We now verify that the gravitation fore an be ig-nored in this model. For estimation, we take a rounddrop onsisting of n atoms, whose surfae energy isAn2=3 aording to formula (3.1). We then omparethis energy with the drop weight Ug = MgR, whereM = m0n is the drop mass, m0 is the mass of an indi-vidual atom, and g = 980 m/s2 is the free-fall ael-

eration. The round drop radius is R = rWn1=3, whererW is the Wigner�Seits radius, and the gravitationalpotential energy in this ase isUg =MgR = Bn4=3; B = m0grW ;and the riterion of the smallness of the drop weightompared to its surfae energy isn� �AB�3=2 : (4.1)We apply riterion (4.1) to a silver liquid drop.We have the following parameters of the liquid silverdrop [13℄:m0 = 1:8 � 10�22 g; "0 = 2:87 eV;A = 2:0 eV; rW = 1:66Å:This gives B = 1:8 �10�15 eV, and riterion (4.1) is sat-is�ed for R � 1 mm. Beause we deal with drop sizesbelow 100 nm, this riterion is satis�ed, and gravitationfores may be ignored.In the framework of this model, given in Fig. 3, weexpress the total drop energy E at zero temperaturenot in the form that follows from formula (3.1) but asE = �"0n+ S1�1 + S2(�1 � �2) == �"0n+Esur; Esur = S1�1 + S2(�1 � �2); (4.2)where "0 is the binding energy per atom, S1 is the areaof the free drop surfae, S2 is the area of the interfaesurfae, �1 is the liquid surfae tension, and �2 is thesurfae tension of the interfae orresponding to attra-tion of drop moleules to the surfae. We note that inthe limit ases, we have the ontat angle � = � atz = �2=�1 = 0, whih orresponds to a drop loatedin a vauum, and � = �=2 at z = 1 when a drop istransformed into a semi-drop.Evidently, the minimization of energy (4.2) as afuntion of the wetting angle � gives the relation be-tween this angle and the ratio of the surfae tensionsz = �2=�1. This relation may be obtained in a simplerway from the equality of fores ating on the drop edge.Suh a relation is the Young equation [30, 31℄, whihin the onditions of Fig. 3 has the formz � �2�1 = 1 + os�: (4.3)In omparison with the Young equation [30, 31℄, wehere neglet the interation of the liquid drop and solidsurfaes with the surrounding gas. Equation (4.3)leads to the spherial drop shape � = � if the drop12 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 593



P. V. Kashtanov, R. Hippler, B. M. Smirnov, S. R. Bhattaharyya ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010is loated in a vauum, i. e., z = 0. In the ase �1 = �2(z = 1), we obtain a semi-drop (� = �=2). It is learthat in the limit �1 � �2, we have � = 0, i. e., the dropis onverted into a planar �lm. But we now restritourself to the nonwetting ase �1 � �2.We give the relations for the parameters of a surfaedrop in Fig. 3 that is onverted from a spherial dropof a radius R0. Beause the drop ontains an inom-pressible liquid, its volume V = 4�R30=3 is onservedunder the above transformation, and its radius at agiven angle � between the surfae and the drop edge isequalR = 22=3R0(1� os�)2=3(2 + os�)1=3 == 22=3R0x2=3(3� x)1=3 ; (4.4)where x = 1� os�. The areas of the free drop surfaeS1 and the boundary surfae with the planar surfaeS2 are given byS1 = 2�R2(1� os�) = 27=3�R20x1=3(3� x)2=3 ;S2 = �R2 sin2 � = 24=3�R20(2� x)x1=3(3� x)2=3 (4.5)For the total drop energy determined by formula (4.2),this givesEsur = 4�R20�1�(x; z); x = 1� os�;z = �2�1 ; �(x; z) = 4� x� z(x� 2)x1=3(6� 2x)2=3 : (4.6)Figure 4 gives the dependenes �(x; z) at some valuesz < 1 for a nonwetting liquid.Figure 5 ontains some parameters of a nonwettingdrop on a planar surfae under optimal onditions as afuntion of the parameter z = �2=�1. Spei�ally, theontat angle � is de�ned in Fig. 3. The ratio of theheight of the drop top h to the drop radius R is givenby hR = 1� 2 os� = 2� zand is shown in Fig. 5. We note that similarly tomeasurement of the drop distribution over the drop di-ameter, whih is given in Fig. 2 and is obtained witha sanning eletron mirosope, the distribution overdrop heights may be determined with atomi fore mi-rosope. Based on suh measurements, the parameter
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Fig. 4. The funtion �(xmin; z) = �(z) in (4.6) withxmin leads to the optimal value of wetting angle � at agiven ratio z = �2=�1. This is the ratio of the surfaeenergy for a drop loated on a plane to the energy inthe ase where this drop is loated in a vauum, as afuntion of the ratio z = �2=�1
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Fig. 5. The redued parameters of a nanosize liquiddrop loated on a surfae as a funtion of z = �2=�1:h=R (a) and S2=S1 (b)z = �2=�1 an be determined. Next, Fig. 5 shows thedependene on the relative surfae tension of the dropz = �2=�1 for the ratio S1=S2 of the area of a free dropsurfae S1 to the interfae area S2.594



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Stability of a deposited liquid lusterWe now return to the estimation of the stabilityof a nanosize liquid silver luster deposited onto a sil-ion surfae with respet to its fragmentation. Model-ing this luster by a spherial drop, we use Saha for-mula (3.5) to �nd the value of its exponent; it is verysmall beause the exponent Ak2=3=T in this formula islarge. If we use this drop model with the interationbetween the luster and the substrate taken into a-ount, the value of the parameter A=T dereases, butaording to the data in Fig. 4, this derease does notexeed 20% for a nonwetting drop. This means thatthe fator A=T in Saha formula (3.5) remains large fora nonwetting drop, i. e., luster fragmentation is absentfar from the ritial point.5. OSCILLATIONS OF A LIQUID DROP ON APLANAR SURFACEWe assume that the energy parameters of a liquidluster allow it to form free fragments, i. e., allow pro-ess (3.3) to be thermodynamially pro�table. Evenin this ase, luster fragmentation may be problem-ati beause it proeeds by fragmentation of a hargeddrop into two drops of similar sizes (the Rayleigh prob-lem) [32℄. On the other hand, luster fragmentationwith the formation of small fragments is possible evenunder onditions when it is not pro�table, but resultsfrom dynami proesses due to �utuations. There-fore, we ontinue the analysis of the above model of adeposited liquid drop onsidering its osillations.Evidently, a typial frequeny of a drop representedin Fig. 3 is given by ! �rE00M ;whereM is the drop mass and E00 is the seond deriva-tive of drop energy (4.2) with respet to the angle �(Fig. 3), and we assume the mass di�erene for a statiand osillating drop with respet to its shape to be�M � M��2. We note that the total drop mass isonserved in the ourse of its osillations, and we let�M denote its part loated over the drop boundary.Assuming the drop separation into parts during itsosillations to be onneted with this extra part thatslides over the stable drop surfae, we an estimate thesize of drops that an be separated from the stabledrop. Indeed, drop osillations are determined by ther-mal �utuations, and the energy of these �utuationsis of the order of T (the drop temperature expressedin energy units). It follows from (4.4) that the typialamplitude of osillations is given by

4�R20�1�00(x; z)��2 � Tn2=3:Introduing the spei� surfae energy A in aordanewith the relation An2=3 = 4�R20�1, where n is the totalnumber of drop atoms, and assuming �00(x; z) � 1, we�nd that the a typial amplitude of drop osillations is��2 � Tn2=3An2=3 � TA:Taking the mass of a separated part to be given by�M �M�n =M�2;we obtain the number of atoms in the separated dropas �n � TAn:We note that along with symmetri vibrations whenthe round shape of the drop interfae is onserved, thereare nonsymmetri osillations when the enter of massfor the interfae is shifted. This may lead to the forma-tion of fragments and also to rolling of the liquid dropover the surfae. Thus, �utuations in the droplet vi-bration may lead to separation of small drop fragmentsfrom the drop and displaements or di�usion of thisdrop over the surfae as a result of �utuations.We now apply the above estimations to experimen-tal data for silver drops of size R0 � 35 nm (n � 9 �106)loated on a silion surfae. Taking the temperatureT � 0:1 eV and the spei� surfae energy A = 2:0 eV,we then obtain �n � 4 � 105 (r0 � 12 nm). It is arough estimate, whih re�ets only the nature of thephenomenon under onsideration. This estimate showsthat fragmentation of a deposited liquid luster underthe experimental onditions may result from �utua-tions in luster osillations, i. e., this fragmentation de-velops in the dynamial proess under unequilibriumonditions. This means that small luster debris leavethe luster surfae and attah to a surfae where theyform small lusters.6. PECULIARITIES OF FRAGMENTATION OFA DROP ON A PLANE SURFACEAording to the experimental data, we observe thefragmentation of a deposited liquid silver lusters attemperatures that are almost an order of magnitudebelow the ritial temperature of bulk silver. Under theexperimental onditions, the mass of the formed lus-ter fragments exeeds the mass of evaporated atoms by595 12*



P. V. Kashtanov, R. Hippler, B. M. Smirnov, S. R. Bhattaharyya ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010almost an order of magnitude, and therefore we an ig-nore luster evaporation in the analysis of the fragmen-tation proess. We have analyzed the behavior of thedeposited liquid luster from various standpoints, andsummarize the results of this analysis now. We havetwo possibilities of luster fragmentation. The �rst or-responds to thermodynami equilibrium between thedeposited luster and the fragments, and the seondpossibility is realized under an unequilibrium proessand may be a stage for transition to a new equilibrium.Based on experimental onditions and thermody-nami equilibrium of a deposited liquid luster withits fragments, we see that Saha formula (3.5) prohibitsfragmentation proess (3.3) far from the ritial point.The luster temperature 1073 K at whih the lusterfragmentation is observed and the ritial temperatureapproximately equal to 7000 K for bulk silver di�er sig-ni�antly. Nevertheless, we an retain the possibilityof a strong derease in the luster ritial temperatureompared to the bulk ritial temperature. Indeed, be-ause of an enhaned role of surfae properties in theluster in omparison with the orresponding maro-sopi system of bound atoms, all the luster phenom-ena are observed at lower temperatures. The meltingpoint for lusters is lower than that for bulk atomi sys-tems [33�37℄, and this is true for small dieletri [38℄and metal lusters [39℄. But this derease in the lus-ter melting point temperature is usually restrited bya fator of two.Nevertheless, we an expet that a derease in theluster ritial temperature ompared to the ritialtemperature of this marosopi system is strongerthan that for the melting point. Indeed, at the rit-ial point, the di�erene between the liquid and thegas disappears [40�42℄, i. e., the number of bonds be-tween neighboring atoms beomes equal in both phases.In the ase of a bulk system, the transition betweenthe liquid and the gas proeeds throughout the bulk ofliquid, while for lusters, this transition primarily re-lates to the luster surfae. Computer simulation of liq-uid Lennard�Jones lusters [43, 44℄ exhibits formationon the luster surfae groups of several weakly boundatoms, and atoms of these groups are bound weaklywith the luster surfae. This means that these atomgroups may leave the luster surfae and take part inthe subsequent formation of surfae fragments.Possibly, the omputer simulation of hot liquid lus-ters in [43, 44℄ also exhibits the di�erent harater ofsurfae proesses for small and marosopi atomi sys-tems. We observe the di�erene in various luster pro-esses and phenomena [37; 45�48℄ ompared to thosefor marosopi atomi systems. In partiular, melting

of bulk systems proeeds in a stepwise manner, whilethe phase oexistene ours in luster melting nearthe melting point [49, 50℄. We an also expet a di�er-ene in ritial phenomena for small and marosopiatomi systems. Indeed, in the framework of lassi-al thermodynamis [51, 52℄, we onsider the boundarybetween the liquid and gaseous phases to be ompat,for example, onsisting of a single atomi layer. Theondition for the equilibrium between these phases isthat the hemial potential of the gas and liquid areequal; then the rates of atom evaporation transitionsfrom the liquid surfae and of atom ondensation fromthe gas to the liquid surfae equalize. In this analysis,we assume that the liquid surfae is ompat, and �u-tuations involving groups of a small number of atomsmay our. These �utuations an lead to formationof small fragments, whih is espeially important forlusters. We an therefore expet a strong derease inthe luster ritial temperature, although this questionremains open.Another hannel of fragment formation orrespondsto unequilibrium onditions and an be regarded as adynamial proess. In this ase, the deposited liquidlusters and fragments are an intermediate state of thenuleation proess similarly to how lusters are an in-termediate stage of transition from a gaseous phase to aondensed phase when this ondensed phase is thermo-dynamially pro�table [53℄. We onsider an ensembleof deposited liquid lusters loated on a plane surfaewhen they oupy a small part of this surfae. If theformation of one large deposited luster is thermody-namially pro�table aording to the Saha formula anddisplaement of individual deposited lusters along thesurfae is hampered, the luster growth proeeds viaOstwald ripening [54℄, as a result of evaporation of someatoms from the luster surfae and their subsequent at-tahment to large lusters predominantly, as it oursfor island growth on the surfae [55, 56℄. This is a o-alesene proess [57℄, and we an expet that alongwith individual atoms, it inludes small fragments thatan join on the surfae. This follows from the stru-ture of the luster surfae that ontains groups of asmall number of weakly bound atoms. Unfortunately,the auray of experimental results does not allow usto asertain the possibility of this mehanism of lusterfragmentation. 7. CONCLUSIONWe experimentally observe the fragmentation of de-posited liquid lusters, and this proess of luster deay596



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Stability of a deposited liquid lusteris stronger than atom evaporation from the luster sur-fae under experimental onditions. This phenomenonontradits the thermodynamis of marosopi sys-tems, aording to whih the surfae of liquid lus-ters is ompat. We have onsidered some theoretialapproahes to the nature of this phenomenon, butthe restrited experimental information does not al-low de�nitely hoosing an appropriate mehanism ofthis phenomenon. Nevertheless, the above theoretialanalysis allows us to outline the way to understandingthe nature of the luster fragmentation phenomenon.Namely, simultaneous measurement of the size distri-butions of deposited lusters, given in Fig. 2 and madewith a sanning eletron mirosope, and the heightdistribution for deposited lusters with an atomi foremirosope gives the dependene of the ontat anglefor deposited drops on the temperature and the exposi-tion time. Simultaneously, suh measurements give theportion of forming lusters as a result of fragmentationas a funtion of these parameters. From this, one anderive the nature of the fragmentation phenomenonand its details that will shed light on the di�erent be-havior of small luster and marosopi partiles insurfae proesses.This work was supported by the Deutshe For-shungs-Gemeinshaft (grant � SFB/TRR 24) and bythe RFBR (grant � 09-02-00108a).REFERENCES1. C. Binns, Surf. Si. Rep. 44, 1 (2001).2. K. Shintani, Y. Taniguhi, and S. Kameoka, J. Appl.Phys. 95, 8207 (2004).3. S. Y. Liau et al., Lett. Appl. Mirobiol. 25, 279 (1997).4. A. Gupta and S. Silver, Nature Biotehnol. 16, 888(1998).5. K. Nomiya et al., J. Inorg. Biohem. 98, 46 (2004).6. J. R. Morones et al., Nanotehnology 16, 2346 (2005).7. I. Shyjumon, M. Gopinadhan, C. A. Helm, B. M. Smir-nov, and R. Hippler, Thin Solid Films 500, 41 (2006).8. I. Shyjumon, M. Gopinadhan, O. Ivanova, M. Quaas,H. Wul�, C. A. Helm, and R. Hippler, Eur. Phys. J.D 37, 409 (2006).9. B. M. Smirnov, I. Shyjumon, and R. Hippler, Phys.Rev. E 77, 066402 (2007).
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